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Welcome!
Geoffrey (Tailor) is a family run
business, established in 1971.
Geoffreys’ mother was a kilt
maker in WW2, who went on to
teach kilt making to his father,
and Geoffrey himself is a
graduate of the Tailor & Cutting
Academy in London, qualifying as

a Master Tailor in 1969. He and his wife Lorna started the business soon
after, and Geoffrey (Tailor) Highland Crafts Ltd was born.

We pride ourselves on providing traditional and contemporary Highland
Dress, and are proud to remain a supplier of products made in Scotland.
Our motto is ‘where quality and service still matter’ which has never
been truer than in todays’ world of inferior imports and alternatives.

We manufacture a large range of quality products and keep a good range
in stock, as well as offering a full bespoke tailoring service.

We still believe in traditional values, and the ‘personal touch’, and would
like you to take advantage of our assistance and expertise when
considering your purchase. Please feel free to browse this brochure, and
our website where you will find a whole host of information on our
products and services. Contact details for our branches can be found on
the back cover, and we are happy to answer all your questions – no
matter how small – to instil confidence when making your purchase, and
complete satisfaction throughout the process.



Our flagship store is in
the heart of
Edinburgh’s historic
Royal Mile, where our
experienced staff will
discuss your
requirements. We also
have our showroom,
workshop and offices
which are housed at

Duntarvie Castle in West Lothian, which dates back to the 15th Century.
Easy to find and with ample parking, this offers an alternative to the
hustle and bustle of the city centre, where you can place or collect your
order, or make an appointment for our special tailoring services. We
also run a fitting service in London every six weeks – see our website or
enquire for future
dates and details.

We appreciate you
have a choice when
it comes to your
Highland Dress
requirements, and
are grateful for the
opportunity to play
a part in that
decision.

An artist's impression of the completed castle
and facilities.
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Highland Dress - kiltmaking
Geoffrey (Tailor) specialise in both traditional and contemporary
hand sewn kilts, as well as offering a range of machine sewn and

casual kilts for amore economical option. ALL of our kilts aremade
in our own workshop by our highly skilled, fully qualified kilt
makers with years of experience in the trade. We use only the best
quality trimmings, including linen canvas and cotton lining, giving
the kilt more structure, comfort and shaping.

TRADITIONAL

Traditional kilts are made using 8 yards of 100% wool
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worsted fabric, in either 13oz medium, or 16oz full weight. The
weight refers to ‘ounces per yard’. This ensures the pleats stay
sharp and the kilt has the full swing you would expect. Every
pleat is sewn by hand, and every ‘Geoffrey' kilt is planned and
sewn by the same kilt maker from start to finish.

Made with a 2” rise – the kilt sits 2” above the natural waist - to
accommodate a kilt jacket/doublet which is traditionally shorter in
style.

Fine quality handstitching. Illustrating the curvature that can be
achieved by hand sewing.
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CONTEMPORARY

As with our traditional kilts, these are hand sewn as standard, but
available in a huge range of fabrics. Coloured and patterned
linings….internal and external pockets….the possibilities are
endless! A great way to customise your kilt.

MACHINE SEWN (Hand
Finished)

Similar to our traditional kilts, this
kilt is given the same attention to
detail but with machine sewn pleats
and hand finish. This cuts down on
the time taken to physically sew the
kilt, which is reflected in the price.

CASUAL

Made from 5 or 6 yards of material
– as the name suggests, these kilts
are for more casual use. Machine
sewn, and made to sit lower on the
hips without the traditional rise, this
would be best worn with a T-shirt or
sweater for more casual events
such as football/rugby matches etc.
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Highland Dress - outfits
The kilt can be worn in many different ways and for a variety of
occasions. From casual to the most formal of events, you will never
fail to impress in a properly fitted kilt outfit. We at Geoffrey (Tailor)
can advise the traditionally correct etiquette for any occasion, aswell
as offer alternative suggestions to personalise your outfit.

The Highland Dress industry has become a bit of aminefield in recent
years,with inferior imports and alternatives flooding themarket, and
the phrase ‘you get what you pay for’ has never been truer.

We offer a range of traditional
and contemporary kilts,
jackets and accessories that
would make any highlander
proud. Add to that the fact that
your ‘Geoffrey’ kilt is
something which will
undoubtedly pass down
through your family for years
to come, so it’s a sustainable
resource!
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Day Tweed
Outfits
The Tweed outfit is
undoubtedly the most
popular nowadays, and
customised with a choice
of colours and linings for
a more contemporary
style. Worn with a
matching 5 button
waistcoat and suitable
for almost any occasion.
It can be worn with your
choice of neck tie or
cravat to compliment
your tartan.
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Argyll outfits
The Argyll outfit is
arguably the most
versatile, worn with a
5 button waistcoat and
suitable for almost any
occasion. It can be worn
with either a bow tie,
straight tie or cravat
(ruche) to compliment
your tartan.
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Prince Charlie
Outfits
The Prince Charlie outfit is
a very traditional formal
style – a great alternative
to a dinner suit for black tie
events.
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GT Brand accessories
Geoffrey (Tailor) Brand accessories have a unique celtic
interlace, key pattern and spiral design inspired by the ancient
artwork of our ancestors from the 8th and 9th centuries. Our
formal and semi formal jackets have buttons in this unique
celtic design available in an antique or shiny finish. In order to
further complement your Highland dress outfit, we have
expanded the range. All items are available with an antique or
shiny finish.
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The range
includes
sporrans in
day, semi-
dress and full
dress variants
with also our
contemporary
GTB5 leather
sporran with
dress top.



Also now included
in the range is
our modern kilt
pin with its
unique
Contemporary
Man @ Geoffrey
Tailor monogram.
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Special Tailoring Services

Take advantage of our Tailoring Service and our years of

experience and craftsmanship with our Master Tailor

Geoffrey. Geoffrey is one of the few Master Tailors left in
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the Edinburgh area, and can design Dinner Jackets, Sports

Jackets, custom traditional Highland Dress Doublets,

Waistcoats, etc; especially for your wedding or great

occasion!. Make an appointment to see us at Head Office at

Duntarvie Castle, most week days. Ring on 01506 892930
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Huge range of possibilties of
fabrics, tweeds, linings and
styles.

Inverness capes made to order in your
choice of fabrics.



Shown right -

Sherrifmuir Doublet,

front and back view

Shown left -

Montrose
Doublet,

front and
back view

Custom Made
Formal Wear
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Shown left -

Kenmore
Doublet,

front and back
view
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Shown right -

GT Doublet,

front and back view
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Shown right -

Mess Jacket,

front and back
view

Shown left -

Regulation
Doublet,

front and back
view



Hire Outfits
Full Highland Dress Hire service is available from our Edinburgh
High Street branch. Contact us by phone or
email or come in to the store!

Outfit types available to hire:

Day Tweed Outfit

shown right:-
Day wear Complete Outfit - Consists of: kilt,
charcoal Day Tweed jacket and vest, sporran,

chain, tie, NEW hose (cream,
black or grey), flashes,
Ghillie shoes, kilt pin and
sgian dubh.

Argyll Outfit

shown left:-
Day/Evening wear Complete Outfit - Consists
of: kilt, black Argyll jacket and vest, sporran,
chain, tie, NEW hose (cream, black or grey),
flashes, Ghillie shoes, kilt pin and sgian dubh.
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Prince Charlie Outfit
Evening wear Complete Outfit - Consists of:
kilt, black Prince Charlie jacket and vest,
dress sporran, chain, bow tie, NEW hose
(cream, black or grey), flashes, Ghillie shoes,
kilt pin and sgian dubh.

(normal hire period is three days, please
enquire for longer hire
charges.)

GROOM & BEST MAN
OUTFITS

Groom's Outfit
shown right
Contents as Prince

Charlie Outfit plus plaid and brooch, matching
sword kilt pin, and upgraded sporran.

Best Man's Outfit
As above without plaid and brooch.
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CHILDRENS HIRE
Boy’s Argyll Outfit
shown right

Day/Evening wear Complete Outfit
Consists of: kilt, black Argyll jacket and vest or
belt, sporran, chain, tie or bow tie, NEW hose
(cream or black), flashes, shoes and kilt pin.
(normal hire period is three days, please
enquire for longer hire charges.)

Available Hire Tartans (Men and Boys')

Grey Thistle Cairn Thistle Purple Thistle Midnight Thistle

Claret Thistle Forest Thistle Homecoming Black Watch
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MADE TO ORDER HIRE

A kilt can be made to order for your hire in hundreds of family or clan
tartans at a surcharge to cover the making costs. Allow 6-8 weeks
making time. Option to buy the kilt later at a reduced price.

Muted Cameron

Muted Graham

(Adult Sizes
Only in these
Setts)

Notes



Head Office & Mail Order Geoffrey (Tailor), Duntarvie Castle, West
Lothian, EH52 6QA, 01506 892930.

E-mail: enquiries@geoffreykilts.co.uk

Hire Department

Please contact our Hire Department in Edinburgh High Street
Branch or if placing a Hire Booking for London Delivery or by Mail
Order please contact 0131 557 0256

59 High Street, The Royal Mile Edinburgh EH1 1SR

Tel: 0131 557 0256 Fax: 0131 558 2610

Opening Hours Mon - Fri 9.30 - 6.00, Sat 9.30 - 6.00, Sun 10.30 -
5.30

REGULAR LONDON FITTING VISITS CALL TO BOOK AN
APPOINTMENT 0207 1187330

www.geoffreykilts.co.uk
www.tartanweavingmill.com
www.duntarviecastlethevenue.co.uk


